
Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Erin
Date Submitted: 09/02/2020 09:01 PM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  Please deny the oversized hotel! This is the wrong project for

Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge PLUM to
deny the project. Thank you, Erin Desmond 10 year Venice
resident 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Katherine Jara
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 11:17 AM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  I support the Venice Community Housing Lincoln Apartments

because housing safety and stability is paramount to survival. I
respectfully request that the commission rejects the appeal and
upholds the original unanimous approval. 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Henry
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 06:31 AM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  I support the Lincoln apartments because there is a clear need for

decent accessible housing across the city and especially in Venice
where a place to live has become exceedingly expensive and
homelessness is through the roof. 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Gina Kotos
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 09:52 AM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  My comment regards the Lincoln Apartments/Lincoln Projects. I

am strongly in support of the Lincoln Apartments. I was born and
raised in Venice and attended Coeur d'Alene Elementary School,
just a short walk from the proposed location of the Lincoln
Apartments. One of the most important things I was taught as a
student there in the 2000s was that everyone deserves a fair
chance, no matter their background. This, and the welcoming
nature of Venice, instilled a strong sense of values that I carried
throughout my adult life and reflect on now as a professional
urban planner. Unfortunately, since my childhood, Venice has
rapidly gentrified. Home values have risen, but the community
values appear to have collapsed. The concept of blocking an
affordable housing project proposed by an established and caring
nonprofit like Venice Community Housing is obscene and reflects
a level of selfishness that Venice should not represent.
Development on Lincoln Blvd will not realistically affect home
values or the sheltered way of life. Affordable housing and
exposure to homeless residents will not pose a threat to children -
as a former student in the area, I would know. The argument made
by the church and neighbors is completely hysterical and ignores
basic facts about the premise of the development. Filing a lawsuit
to stop this development is a complete waste of resources. Instead,
it shines a light to the hypocrisy of these so called community
members. Please support the Lincoln Apartments to protect our
more vulnerable community members. 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: A. Alessi
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 12:13 PM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  I have lived in the Oakwood neighborhood of Venice, about 100

feet from Venice Place since 1986. At that time Oakwood was the
last remaining affordable neighborhood near the coast in Los
Angeles. Certainly the neighborhood had problems 34 years ago,
but they were problems common to all low-income.
low-opportunity neighborhoods whose demographic
(predominantly people of color) has been historically neglected
and underserved by city hall. Since then many of the the modest
homes that made up the core of Oakwood have been replaced with
monster mansions and oversized condominium fortresses
surrounded by 8 foot fences. The remaining small homes are
dwarfed by the out-of-scale replacements. But none of the
previous developments, destructive as they were to the fabric of
the neighborhood, compare to the negative impact of the planned
Venice Place Hotel project. You've probably received many letters
opposed to the project already and I add my voice to the side of
the opposition. This massive project is out of scale, creates
physical and educational dangers for the children at Westminster
Elementary school during construction and operation, reduces an
invaluable resource (street parking is a precious commodity for
residents close to Abbot Kinney Blvd.), provides more venues for
alcohol sales in an oversaturated area, and provides no tangible
benefit to the neighborhood, despite the developer's pledge to
employ Oakwood residents. (You could fill the Oakwood
Recreation Center to the ceiling with the unkept promises of
developers to this neighborhood.) And finally, the restrictions on
construction and operation agreed to by the developer depend
entirely on his compliance and are therefore unenforceable. You
will also have received letters in support of the projects. I'd bet my
Social Security check that if you were able to examine a list of
these respondents, you'd find mostly friends and family of the
development team. You'd certainly not find any long-term
Oakwood residents nor anyone who lives within 5 blocks of the
project. A. Alessi 309 Broadway Street Venice, CA 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Jan Black
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 02:37 PM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  Dear Honorable Council members, I am writing to ask you to

either deny approval outright for the hotel and retail development
known as The Venice Place Project or veto it and send it back to
the WLA Planning Commission for further review and
community input. The Venice community has opposed this project
since it was first proposed 8 years ago. In that time, the
developers have done little to address community concerns that
have been brought up over and over again. Among the issues that
have never been addressed: The developer seeks to tie 8 lots
together in an area where legally they can only tie 3 lots together.
This will set a dangerous precedent for future development in
Venice. The project will negatively impact the quality of life for
the historically African-American community of Oakwood, an
area already disproportionally impacted by COVID, lack of
affordable housing, gentrification, land speculation and
inadequate parking. At capacity (and especially during events
such as weddings, screenings, and business gatherings) there is
simply not enough parking to accommodate the hotel, multiple
bars and restaurants and thousands of square feet of office/retail
space. Overflow traffic will park in Oakwood, where the Coastal
Commission has mandated parking be free and unrestricted. The
infrastructure in the area is not adequate to accommodate the
traffic this project will generate. With the parking entrance and
exit located on Electric Ave. - a tiny side street barely wide
enough for one car to pass at a time now and locked in on all sides
by single family homes and small apartments - gridlock is
inevitable at peak times there and the surface streets in Oakwood.
And unlike other retail or residential projects on Abbot Kinney,
the hotel will be open 24 hours a day, bringing with it traffic very
late at night and early in the morning. The developers claim they
will provide state of the art "automated" parking, but have
admitted the technology is new and untested. Worse, they've
provided no back up plan in case the technology fails. The
developers are seeking a liquor license to serve alcohol from
7AM-1AM, even though it will be located directly across the
street from the Westminster Elementary School. Lastly, the West
LA Planning Commission, headed by Mike Newhouse, has failed
to implement the Mayor's Executive Directive 27, acknowledging
that racism and inequality continue to harm communities of color
in Los Angeles, and that the West LA Planning Commission



in Los Angeles, and that the West LA Planning Commission
needs to commit to improving the quality of life for current and
future Angelenos—particularly for the most vulnerable
populations and those denied resources and a voice for so long.
Until these issues are adequately addressed by the developer, I
respectfully ask you to deny approval outright or veto this project
as proposed send it back to the WLA Planning Commission for
further review and community input. Sincerely, Jan Black 3132
Stanford Ave Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Brian Finney
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 02:42 PM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  This outsized project is opposed by a majority of Venice

residents. Please listen to the voices of locals most affected by this
proposal. It would utterly change the character of Abbot Kinney
Boulevard and the surrounding area, especially Oakwood. We ask
you to deny this project in its entirety. Thank you. 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name:
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 03:04 PM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  I live on Brooks and 5th in Venice. This hotel will cause so many

issues for parking first of all. Next it’s a huge issue for kids going
to school across the street. Please consider the major
environmental impact of this property. Venice does not need this
obstruction to our beach life and small streets that are already
filled with homeless people. 



Communication from Public
 
 
Name:
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 04:05 PM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  Attached is a file of 69 individual letters opposing the hotel

project. 



From: Jonlyn Williams <jonlyn@me.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 11:59:34 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

I am the mother of a 5th grader who attends Westminster Elementary.  

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. I’ve 
attended two hearings, and have spoken out against this project, however the 
developers of this project still insist that Venice needs this hotel in spite of all 
the opposition.  

It’s the wrong location to have a hotel that will be serving alcohol and have a 
roof top pool with DJ across the street from a Westminster Elementary.  Traffic 
is already bad on this stretch of Abbot Kinney with cars speeding and not 
obeying school zone speed limits.  Kids who must cross the street to access the 
school entrance are already faced with having to negotiate one of the most 
dangerous school crossings in all of LAUSD on the corner of Abbot Kinney and 
Broadway.  A hotel at these same intersections, will only increase the traffic with 
delivery trucks and patrons.  It’s the WRONG location for this type of business 
right across the street from a school.  

The parents and students of Westminster Elementary urge PLUM to deny the 
project.

Thank you.
Jonlyn Williams



From: Deborah Keaton <debkeaton@mac.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 7:49:47 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.
Deborah Keaton 



From: "Kathleen U. Whitney" <kathleenwht@me.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 29, 2020 at 7:30:01 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

For those of us who live in this neighborhood its always been clear that this is 
the wrong place for this project.
Aside from the unsustainable  level of traffic the hotel will produce, the single 
fact that it has a bar and is directly across the street from Westminster School 
should be enough to cross it off the list of pending projects.
The developers’ claim that there are not enough hotels in the area is a lie among 
many other lies - there are 20 within range.
As it is now, businesses on the street generate a huge amount of traffic and there 
is already not enough parking for the businesses presently there.

All of us in the adjacent neighborhoods have been adversely affected by the 
present level of density on Abbott Kinney.
Every weekend I have people parking in front of my house who simply walk the 
5 blocks down to Abbott Kinney - often returning drunk.
Many of these people behave worse than the mentally ill homeless - using the 
alleys as toilets, throwing garbage on the sidewalk, playing loud music of their 
audio systems.
The amount of outsiders parking in the blocks adjacent to Abbott Kinney traps 
tenants and homeowners in their houses on the weekends because they have no 
place to park if they leave.

The situation is already out of hand.
This project will lower the quality of life for all of us - adding to congestion and 
making getting around the neighborhood more time-consuming than it already 
is. 

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.
Kathleen Whitney
919 Palms Blvd.
Venice, 90291



From: Taylor McCowan <taylormccowan89@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 7:56:34 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Taylor McCowan

Sent from my iPhone



From: Judy Esposito <judy.esposito@msn.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 8:41:46 AM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

WRONG SIZE      WRONG LOCATION 

PLEASE RESPECT THOSE OF US THAT LIVE HERE

Thank you

Judith Esposito
Frank Defurio
Pamela Harbour    Venice Residents 



From: boomwiz <boomwiz@aol.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 11:33:14 AM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>,  
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>,  
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>,  "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>,  "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>
Reply-To: boomwiz <boomwiz@aol.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee, 

This project does not fit in Venice! There is already enough traffic on Abott 
Kinney. There is no addition of affordable housing. 
This is the wrong project for Venice in every way and it has been for the last 8 
years. We urge PLUM to deny the project. 

 Thank you.

Long time Venice resident,

Harriet Grebler



From: Frederick Moore <fmmoore@icloud.com>
Subject: The proposed hotel on Abbot Kinney
Date: September 1, 2020 at 7:24:15 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Frederick Moore
812 Superba Avenue



From: semayfield@aol.com
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 7:20:29 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>,  
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>,  
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>,  "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>,  "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>
Reply-To: semayfield@aol.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee, 

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. 
Developers, with their funneling money to city council members, have become 
the corporate raiders of our time and place.They have destroyed many of the 
diverse neighborhoods that have long characterized the unique composition of 
the city of Los Angeles. This block-long, three-story project is is not 
compatible with the neighborhood, and it will set precedents that will fuel more 
speculation and more oversize projects to run over our storied and eclectic 
"small city." 

In addition, this project walls the Oakwood neighborhood--historically a black 
community--off from trendy Abbot Kinney Blvd. with a 30-foot high, block-
long line of demarcation. It smacks of age-old racist policies such as redlining 
and excluding people of color from affluent white districts.

This development-on-steroids project ignores Venice stakeholders and their 
contributions to the Venice Land Use Plan, which requires that development be 
compatible with the mass, scale, and character of its neighbors. And it has zero 
affordable housing. The project is a fancy hotel for fancy people.

We urge PLUM to deny the project. Thank you.

Respectfully,
Suellen Mayfield
Long-time Venice resident



From: "MB. Boissonnault" <mbboissonnault@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 9:55:09 AM PDT
To: jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org,  
preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

We have had enough of the over-development of our community, with the 
willful ignoring of our creative class, and the inherent negative impact of 
gentrification. This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 
years. We urge PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you,

MB. Boissonnault
artist in Oakwood since 1999



From: Linda Eberle <Eberlearts@ca.rr.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 2:21:01 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This project is NOT what Venice needs. It will dramatically and irreparably 
change the community of Abbot Kinney and surrounding neighborhoods. I urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Linda Eberle
Eberlearts.com
310 729 4241

'Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be changed until it 
is faced.’
~James Baldwin

http://eberlearts.com/


From: "miharhub@verizon.net" <miharhub@verizon.net>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 7:22:39 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org
Cc: jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. I 
respectfully urge PLUM to deny the project.

As an Oakwood resident for 28 years, I am truly shaking my head in disbelief 
that this apartment hotel may be going into the proposed location.  Goodness 
gracious, the scale of this project is simply massive and is in no way compatible 
with the surrounding neighborhood.  

Traffic on Abbot Kinney is already a nightmare during several periods of each 
day.  The bumper to bumper congestion leads many drivers to side streets in an 
effort to bypass this slogging route.  Electric Avenue is a challenge in the best of 
times.  And when you throw in the project's woefully lacking commercial 
loading area, the surrounding streets appear to be in for an even tougher time.  

The mechanically operated, below ground level parking garage will be anything 
but speedy and efficient.  The 175 parking spaces seem hardly enough for 78 
hotel rooms, 4 apartments along with all the employees and patrons of the 
various restaurants, cafes, business and office entities.  Yes, I get it, some people 
will be riding bikes and some will walk in.  But probably not the hotel guests or 
their visitors.  Nor, I suppose, will those folks who are stopping by for take away 
alcohol purchases be biking on over.  The added influx of attendees to special 
events are another complication to parking.  Our neighborhood will be absorbing 
the overflow as well as those who don't want to deal with the hassle or high cost 
of the valet.  Parking here is already a daily disaster, this project will add insult 
to injury for us residents.

The potential impact on Westminster Elementary deserves its own discussion.  
The added traffic, noise and other daily activity related to what the developers 
see as a bustling commercial tract hardly seem compatible with an elementary 
school directly across the street.  My word, alcohol will be for sale before the 
kids get to school in the morning and will continue long after they leave for the 
day.  

I'm sure the developers are excited about their vision, but this may have been the 



absolute worst place in Venice to try to make their dream come true.  Again, I 
respectfully ask that this project be rejected.
Thank you,

Hubert Hodgin
Venice, CA

 Virus-free. www.avast.com 
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From: John Borneman <john.borneman@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 10:21:32 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

I am a long-term resident of Venice who is not able to attend the hearing 
tomorrow due to work commitments.  But I wish to express my opposition to the 
Venice Place Hotel. This large scale development is not in keeping with the 
Venice “vibe and values” and will only bring more traffic, congestion, and 
problems to Venice.  We need more housing in Venice, not more hotels!

Thank you.

John Borneman

Sent from my iPad



From: Kirby Shanklin <Kshanklin@earthlink.net>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 11:17:21 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

1. The property owner has still not identified, selected & hired an architect able 
& willing handle this property with the appropriate structure & ensuing spaces.

2. There is still too much alcohol use proposed.

PLUM should closely study then deny the project.

Thank you.\

Kirby Shanklin
607 1/2 San Juan Avenue
Oakwood, Venice, CA
90291



From: Robert Hacker <bobbyhacker@gmail.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel Project: CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354-
(CUB)(CU) (CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
Date: September 1, 2020 at 12:24:26 PM PDT
To: apcwestla@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org,  
theodore.irving@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org,  
nick.melvoin@lausd.net, austin.beutner@lausd.net, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com

June 16, 2020

Dear West L.A. Area Planning Commissioners:

I was alarmed to learn that the City of Los Angeles Planning Department 
approved the construction of a roughly 70,000 square foot, 84-room apartment 
hotel on Abbott Kinney Blvd in Venice.  I urge you to oppose the "Venice 
Place" project.

I have serious concerns about this Project:
• -It is vastly out-of-scale for the neighborhood, filling 5 times more of the land 
than the current built structures.
• -It ties an unprecedented 8 lots together in an area where the coastal land use 
plan allows a maximum of 3 lots.  This egregious consolidation would become a 
dangerous precedent.
• -It is across a two-lane (with a median lane) busy commercial street from a 
large elementary school.  I find it hard to believe that there is a similar condition 
anywhere else within the LAUSD.  
• -The project would drastically increase the traffic on already-busy Abbott 
Kinney, especially during the morning and late afternoon periods when children 
and families are walking to and from school.  The lack of an ample hotel loading 
area would force trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, encouraging 
traffic to swerve, possibly into already-hard-to-see crosswalks.
• -On-site parking is valet only via an automated parking system accessed only 
on the already-narrow Electric Ave.  Patrons waiting to park will be backed up 
into the neighborhood, or worse yet, patrons will park on neighborhood streets 
already strapped for resident parking.
• -Alcohol would be sold from 7a.m.-1.a.m., both on-site and for take-away.  
Alcohol, strangers and an elementary school are a poisonous cocktail.

"Venice Place" is the wrong project for this site and for our kids, families and 
neighborhoods.  Please reject this harmful project.

Sincerely, 



[Your name,

Venice Resident]



From: "Ariela J. Gross" <agross@law.usc.edu>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 7:11:00 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

I have lived in Venice for 24 years and seen the neighborhood grow and thrive 
even as some changes have been less positive — high rents pushing out 
independent small businesses, for example. But a big hotel like this would really 
be the death knell for Abbot Kinney as we know it, killing a precious resource 
with too much success. We can’t handle that kind of volume — of traffic, of 
parking, all of it. We just aren’t big enough for that. This is the wrong project for 
Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you,

Ariela Gross
1912 Shell Ave

Sent from my iPhone



From: Lisa Smith <lisa@visioncomputerworks.com>
Subject: DENY HOTEL ON ABBOT KINNEY
Date: August 30, 2020 at 2:48:02 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers,

40 year resident, home owner in Venice.
This hotel is not good for Venice.
Stop ruining our town all for the sake of the mighty dollar!!

Thank you,
Lisa Smith
25 Dudley Ave.



From: Madeleine Schwab <madeleineschwab@yahoo.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 4:45:58 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Honorable Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

 
As this is the wrong project for Venice, and it has been for the last 8 years, I urge 
PLUM to deny it!
The Venice community has opposed this project since it was first proposed 8 
years ago. In that time, the developers have done little to address community 
concerns that have been brought up over and over again. Among the issues that 
have never been addressed:
 
The developer seeks to tie 8 lots together in an area where legally they can only 
tie 3 lots together. This will set a dangerous precedent for future development in 
Venice.
 
The project will negatively impact the quality of life for the historically African-
American community of Oakwood, an area already disproportionally impacted 
by COVID, lack of affordable housing, gentrification, land speculation and 
inadequate parking.
 
At capacity (and especially during events such as weddings, screenings, and 
business gatherings) there is simply not enough parking to accommodate the 
hotel, multiple bars and restaurants and thousands of square feet of office/retail 
space. Overflow traffic will park in Oakwood, where the Coastal Commission 
has mandated parking be free and unrestricted.
 
All the traffic this project will generate. With the parking entrance and exit 
located on Electric Ave. - a tiny side street barely wide enough for one car to 
pass at a time now and locked in on all sides by single family homes and small 
apartments - gridlock is inevitable at peak times there and the surface streets in 
Oakwood. And unlike other retail or residential projects on Abbot Kinney, the 



hotel will be open 24 hours a day, bringing with it traffic very late at night and 
early in the morning.
 
The developers claim they will provide state of the art "automated" parking, yet 
have admitted the technology is new and untested. Worse, they've provided no 
back up plan in case the technology fails.
 
Lastly, the developers are seeking a liquor license to serve alcohol from 
7AM-1AM, even though it will be located directly across the street from the 
Westminster Elementary School. As a retired high school teacher, I know the 
importance of the environment around the school--and how alluring 
a liquor store can be.
 
Until these issues are adequately addressed by the developer, I respectfully ask 
you to deny approval outright or veto this project as proposed send it back to the 
WLA Planning Commission for further review and community input.
 
Sincerely,
Madeleine Schwab,
a native of Los Angeles for nearly 80 years, and who has been following this 
project;
as well, an educator who understands the impact of the community environment 
on students.

 
 
 



From: Jennifer <jataunv@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY%20THE%20HOTEL%20PROJECT%2020-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 3:48:48 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear%20Councilmembers%20of%20the%20PLUM%20Committee%2C%0A%
0AThis%20is%20the%20wrong%20project%20for%20Venice%20and%20it%2
0has%20been%20for%20the%20last%208%20years.
%20We%20urge%20PLUM%20to%20deny%20the%20project.
%0A%0AThank%20you.%0 am a long time Venice residences the hotel is in the 
wrong place. Not near a school. 8th generation of Venice.



From: Jed Pauker <jed@jed.net>
Subject: DENY THE VENICE PLACE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 4:07:23 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>,  
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>,  
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>,  "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>
Cc: "preservingvenice@gmail.com" <preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Plum Committee Members,

This project first came before Venice Neighborhood Council circa 2012.  The 
community rejected it then and you should reject it now.  With due respect to 
some of the developer's original project design, nothing has changed to make the 
project less damaging to the community that Abbot Kinney conceived.  
Changing its name from Abbot Kinney Hotel didn't lessen its impact on 
community character, traffic congestion, affordable housing crisis, schoolchild 
safety, alcohol outlet over-concentration or other issues that are far more 
important than someone's desire to put a personal stamp on local commerce.  

The lot ties alone set a dangerous precedent for all future commercial 
development in Coastal Venice.  Allowing this chaos-producing project to move 
forward will further alienate the community and will challenge the Coastal 
Commission's historic relative generosity to the City's interpretation of Coastal 
Zone authority.

Denying approval for this project promises to bring the developer's 2012 vision 
into 2020's existential realities.  Please help us guide those who can help lift the 
boat with us.

Thank you for your consideration and service.

Sincerely,
Jed Pauker
Venice



From: Laura Ceballos <lceballos70@gmail.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel Project: CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354-
(CUB)(CU) (CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
Date: August 31, 2020 at 5:31:57 PM PDT
To: apcwestla@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, 
theodore.irving@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
nick.melvoin@lausd.net, austin.beutner@lausd.net, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com

June 16, 2020

Dear West L.A. Area Planning Commissioners:

I was alarmed to learn that the City of Los Angeles Planning Department 
approved the construction of a roughly 70,000 square foot, 84-room apartment 
hotel on Abbott Kinney Blvd in Venice. I urge you to oppose the "Venice Place" 
project.

I have serious concerns about this Project:
• -It is vastly out-of-scale for the neighborhood, filling 5 times more of the land 
than the current built structures.
• -It ties an unprecedented 8 lots together in an area where the coastal land use 
plan allows a maximum of 3 lots. This egregious consolidation would become a 
dangerous precedent.
• -It is across a two-lane (with a median lane) busy commercial street from a 
large elementary school. I find it hard to believe that there is a similar condition 
anywhere else within the LAUSD. 
• -The project would drastically increase the traffic on already-busy Abbott 
Kinney, especially during the morning and late afternoon periods when children 
and families are walking to and from school. The lack of an ample hotel loading 
area would force trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, encouraging 
traffic to swerve, possibly into already-hard-to-see crosswalks.
• -On-site parking is valet only via an automated parking system accessed only 
on the already-narrow Electric Ave. Patrons waiting to park will be backed up 
into the neighborhood, or worse yet, patrons will park on neighborhood streets 
already strapped for resident parking.
• -Alcohol would be sold from 7a.m.-1.a.m., both on-site and for take-away. 
Alcohol, strangers and an elementary school are a poisonous cocktail.

"Venice Place" is the wrong project for this site and for our kids, families and 
neighborhoods. Please reject this harmful project.

Sincerely, 



Laura Ceballos

Venice Resident]



From: Mojdeh Memarzadeh <mojmem@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 7:53:24 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

I have lived and worked in Venice for the past 20 years. I am concerned about 
the impact on the neighborhood parking and scale of project on the 
neighborhood.
This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Mojdeh Memarzadeh



From: Rachel Davis <doctorrae@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 29, 2020 at 7:27:54 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.



From: Sepideh Kashanian <sepikashanian@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 9:04:58 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,
I have been a venice resident since 2007 and a homeowner since 2009.  I have 
seen this beach community transform, both in wonderful ways, and also in ways 
that saddens me.
This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.  There are so many issues with this project that the 
idea that it is still in question just blows my mind.  
Please do the right thing for our neighborhood, our children, and all people 
affected by this.
Thank you.
Sepideh kashanian 

Sent from my iPhone



From: Scott Litt <scottw.litt@verizon.net>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 9:37:22 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.
I would also remind the council members of the ongoing homeless situation in 
this area.
I believe this would have a negative impact on this neighborhood.

Thank you.

Scott Litt



From: Mary Jack <maryjackis@yahoo.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel project: File Number 20-1024  at 9/3/20 
PLUM Hearing
Date: September 1, 2020 at 1:09:55 PM PDT
To: "councilmember.bonin@lacity.org" <councilmember.bonin@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org" <councilmember.harris-
dawson@lacity.org>, "councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org" 
<councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org>, "Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org" 
<Gilbert.Cedillo@lacity.org>, "councilmember.price@lacity.org" 
<councilmember.price@lacity.org>, "councilmember.Lee@lacity.org" 
<councilmember.Lee@lacity.org>

913 Marco Place
Venice, CA 90291
September 1, 2020

To: LA City Council Planning & Land Use Management (PLUM) Committee, 
via email

Re: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel project: File Number 20-1024
Esteemed Committee Members: 

I oppose the proposed Venice Place Hotel project referenced by the file number 
above and urge you to deny it in the Thursday, 9/3/20 hearing.  As one of my 
Venice neighbors simply stated, “This project has never been right for Venice” – 
that’s why we’ve been fighting it for 8 years!  

 -It’s too big: This project would cover roughly 5-times the land that is covered 
by the current built structures on these unprecedented 8 lots.  Allowing an 
unprecedented 8-lot tie, as opposed to the currently-allowed-by-law 3 lots, 
would strike the final blow toward overdevelopment in Venice.  There would be 
no turning back toward enforcing more sensibly-sized projects. 

 -It’s too dangerous:  The additional traffic on Abbot Kinney Blvd and Electric 
Ave, not to mention cars and trucks forced onto our narrow neighborhood 
streets, will cause additional car, bike and pedestrian accidents.  Loading 



facilities are insufficient, forcing deliveries to be made on sidewalks and in the 
center turn lane on Abbot Kinney.  Alcohol will be sold from 7a.m.-1a.m. – 18 
hours a day – in restaurants, bars and a street-level market . . . 

 -Across from an elementary school!  Seriously, what was LA City Planning 
thinking?  Kids, parents and teachers will all be endangered by this overblown 
project.  Would you want your child going to school there?  

 -It will accelerate speculation and gentrification:  LA City Planning recently 
published its “Charting Our Course for a More Fair, Just, and Equitable Los 
Angeles” statement of values.  I was heartened to see Planning acknowledge that 
“Many land use policies and zoning practices over time have reinforced racial 
segregation, poverty, environmental injustice, disinvestment, and poor health 
outcomes that we still experience today. It is with great clarity and resolve that 
we acknowledge the role the planning profession has played in this regard over 
the decades.”  We have seen these misguided policies imposed upon Venice over 
and over again, despite the efforts of many in the community to fight them.  The 
Venice Place Hotel project sits directly across narrow Electric Ave from the 
historic Oakwood neighborhood, where the African American builders of Venice 
established roots due to redlining elsewhere in Venice.  Descendants of our 
Venice forefathers still live in Oakwood today, but their numbers are dwindling 
due the rampant speculation and gentrification that have pushed many of our 
Black neighbors out.  The Hotel would accelerate that process, with speculators 
buying up land closest to “the Pleasure Palace” in the hope of selling homes that 
very few currently living in Venice can afford to the highest bidder.  Economic 
and racial diversity all over Venice will be jeopardized.  LA City Planning 
clearly did not apply their values of “fairness, justice and equality” to the 
horrible decision to approve this project. 

This project has never been right for Venice.  Venetians have been fighting this 
project for 8 years.  Hundreds if not thousands of us have spoken out repeatedly 
over these years.  What more do we have to do to convey that enough is enough? 



Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely,
Mary Jack
Venice
 



From: Lauren Fisher <laurenelka@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 7:39:45 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Lauren Fisher
Thatcher Ave., Venice 

-------------------



From: Scott Boughton <rsboughton@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 10:13:22 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org,  
mike.bonin@lacity.org, Juliet Oh <juliet.oh@lacity.org>, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

I'm sorry to see that the Venice Place Hotel project is still under consideration. 
While there are many very valid reasons for this project to be rejected. I'm going 
to focus on the one that I am most familiar with, namely the impact on the 
immediate neighborhood. Living a block from the development and as a parent 
of a seven year-old, I'm constantly made aware of the ways in which our lives 
are impacted by our local environment.

Fortunately, this is a subject that is very concretely addressed by Conditional 
Use (CU) regulations. Specifically, CU approval for operating a hotel within 500 
feet of a residential zone requires that three objectives be satisfied.

1) That  the  project  will  enhance  the  built  environment  in  the  
surrounding  neighborhood  or  will  perform  a  function  or  provide  a  
service  that  is  essential  or  beneficial  to  the  community,  city  or  
region.

2) That  the  project’s  location,  size,  height,  operations  and  other  
significant  features  will  be  compatible  with  and  will  not  adversely  
affect  or  further  degrade  adjacent  properties,  the  surrounding  
neighborhood  or  the  public  health,  welfare,  and  safety.

3) That  the  project  substantially  conforms  with  the  purpose,  intent  
and  provisions  of  the  General  Plan,  the  applicable  community  
plan,  and  any  applicable  specific  plan.

While claims that this project will satisfy objectives 1 and 3 are dubious, to 
claim the second objective will be met is beyond absurd. This project is 
requesting a CU hotel permit less that 50 feet from a neighborhood already 
struggling with issues including noise, traffic and safety. Allowing this project to 
proceed is objectively bad urban planning policy, and the precedent it sets is 
potentially worse.

Please adhere to the letter and the spirit of both the zoning requirements and the 
Venice specific plan, and reject this project.



Scott Boughton



From: ADAM DAVIDSON <davidsonadam@me.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 7:57:13 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.



From: Karen Brodkin <kBrodkin@anthro.ucla.edu>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 7:16:51 AM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,
 
This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.
 
Thank you.
Karen Brodkin
803 Amoroso Pl
Venice
 



From: Heidi Lawden <heidi@heidi.la>
Subject: Deny the hotel project on Abbott Kinney 
Date: August 30, 2020 at 7:11:23 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Council Members 

I am a long term resident of Venice CA over 20 years. Dudley Ave, and now 
Market Street.

This project is absolutely wrong for this piece of land for so many glaringly 
obvious reasons.

It’s too large.

The traffic and parking implications will directly negatively impact the entire 
surrounding neighborhood, we already struggle to park in front of our own 
homes due to visitors to Abbott kinney and Our personal guests can never find 
parking, this project will make it even worse.
It’s directly opposite a school and will remove one school from the 
neighborhood. Abbott AKinney has seen a massive increase in traffic in the past 
5 years even amidst this pandemic it’s a daily crawl.  Children use this zone for 
school commute to Westminster, you want to add out of ours delivery trucks and 
arrivals and departures to that? 

Venice does not need another hotel, there is a hotel mere feet away at Windward 
Erwin) that meets this need as well as the low cost backpacker hotel. There are 
multiple hotels serving this neighborhood already. Why doesn’t the developer 
seek to upgrade and existing one for eg on rose Ave at lincoln.

This developer presented nothing for the community without a struggle and 
seems to think the fact they’ve ‘waited long enough’
Should give them a pass?! It’s taking so long because the resistance to it is 
strong, only the developers friends and benefactors want it pushed through not 
the actual community and residents surrounding it. 

We need resources, we need neighborhood markets, we need farmers markets, 
we need affordable housing, we do not need a hipster hotel.

Sincerely 

Heidi Lawden 



From: Steve Bevilacqua <emb233@yahoo.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 5:27:53 PM PDT
To: "mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>,  
"Jason.P.Douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>,  
"juliet.oh@lacity.org" <juliet.oh@lacity.org>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee:

I am a longtime Venice resident (25+ years.)  This is the wrong project for 
Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge PLUM to deny the project. 

It is too close to the elementary school, and the pre-school.  Electric Avenue is 
not capable of handling the extra traffic and delivery trucks.  Electric Avenue is 
barely wide enough for two cars as it is.

Building this hotel in this strange, jerry-rigged manner across many lots is a bad 
precedent and unnecessary.  There are many nearby locations far more suited for 
a hotel of this size, for instance the old Broadway Gym building and adjacent 
empty lot which has been sitting vacant for years just two blocks away from this 
proposed site.

Thank you,
Steve Bevilacqua
Venice



From: David Busch <davidbuschhuman@gmail.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel Project: CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354-
(CUB)(CU) (CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
Date: September 1, 2020 at 8:39:53 AM PDT
To: apcwestla@lacity.org, Mike Bonin <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, 
juliet.oh@lacity.org,  theodore.irving@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org,  
nick.melvoin@lausd.net, austin.beutner@lausd.net, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com

June 16, 2020 Dear West L.A. Area Planning Commissioners: I am agreeing 
with all in Venice:

Who are alarmed to learn that the City of Los Angeles Planning Department 
approved the construction of a roughly 70,000 square foot, 84-room apartment 
hotel on Abbott Kinney Blvd in Venice. I join them in urging you to oppose the 
"Venice Place" project. I ALSO have the same serious concerns about this 
Project:

 • -It is vastly out-of-scale for the neighborhood, filling 5 times more of the land 
than the current built structures. 

• -It ties an unprecedented 8 lots together in an area where the coastal land use 
plan allows a maximum of 3 lots. This egregious consolidation would become a 
dangerous precedent. 

• -It is across a two-lane (with a median lane) busy commercial street from a 
large elementary school. I find it hard to believe that there is a similar condition 
anywhere else within the LAUSD. 

 • -The project would drastically increase the traffic on already-busy Abbott 
Kinney, especially during the morning and late afternoon periods when children 
and families are walking to and from school. The lack of an ample hotel loading 
area would force trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, encouraging 
traffic to swerve, possibly into already-hard-to-see crosswalks. 

• -On-site parking is valet only via an automated parking system accessed only 
on the already-narrow Electric Ave. Patrons waiting to park will be backed up 
into the neighborhood, or worse yet, patrons will park on neighborhood streets 
already strapped for resident parking. 

• -Alcohol would be sold from 7a.m.-1.a.m., both on-site and for take-away. 
Alcohol, strangers and an elementary school are a poisonous cocktail. "Venice 
Place" is the wrong project for this site and for our kids, families and 



neighborhoods. Please reject this harmful project.

 Sincerely, David Busch
                   Homeless Venice Resident, 10 years
                   (formerly Venice-housed)

 



From: "Maritime Communications, Inc." <maritime@maritimecomm.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 7:46:42 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

-- 
Ken Englert

MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS INC

766 Washington Blvd Marina del Rey, CA 90292

Tel 310.821.4958 Fax 310.821.9591

e-mail: maritime@maritimecomm.com

www.maritimecomm.com

Radio Call Sign KZM



From: Michael Angelo Stuno <michaelangelostuno@me.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 10:15:16 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This project is wrong for the neighborhood in so many ways. You know what 
the concerns are. 
BUT, what you might not know:
This is personal and urgent for my family! 
I have lived in Venice for 30 years. I’ve seen it change a lot. I own - and live 
with my family in - an apartment building with 4 units, so I’ve been happy to see 
the neighborhood improve. 
BUT THIS PROJECT WILL DESTROY THE OAKWOOD SECTION OF 
VENICE. 
My street, Westminster Avenue would be very negatively impacted for all the 
reasons you’re hearing. 
This is my home. Also my livelihood, and my child’s future. 
This project would ruin the quality of life in they neighborhood and on my 
street. 
Delivery trucks, more traffic, hotel employees parking on the street. The size and 
shadow it would cast! It’s all wrong wrong wrong! 
Let them put a hotel on Venice or Washington or Lincoln Blvd, but please please 
don’t destroy the character and charm of Abbot Kinney! 
This has always been the wrong project for Venice. My family urges PLUM to 
deny the project.

Thank you.
Michael Angelo Stuno

MICHAEL ANGELO STUNO/
618 WESTMINSTER AVE / APT 1
VENICE / CALIFORNIA / 90291
310/663/4482

x-apple-data-detectors://2/0
x-apple-data-detectors://2/0
tel:310/663/4482


From: Leila Feinstein <leilafeinstein@hotmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 7:08:00 AM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

Stop this now !!! This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 
8 years. We urge PLUM to deny the project. Save Venice .

Thank you.
Leila Feinstein 

Sent from my iPhone



From: Matt Malloy <mattmalloy2000@gmail.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel Project: CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354-
(CUB)(CU) (CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
Date: September 1, 2020 at 11:09:10 AM PDT
To: apcwestla@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, 
theodore.irving@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
nick.melvoin@lausd.net, austin.beutner@lausd.net, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com

Sept 1, 2020

Dear West L.A. Area Planning Commissioners:

I was alarmed to learn that the City of Los Angeles Planning Department 
approved the construction of a roughly 70,000 square foot, 84-room apartment 
hotel on Abbott Kinney Blvd in Venice. I urge you to oppose the "Venice Place" 
project.

I have serious concerns about this Project:
• -It is vastly out-of-scale for the neighborhood, filling 5 times more of the land 
than the current built structures.
• -It ties an unprecedented 8 lots together in an area where the coastal land use 
plan allows a maximum of 3 lots. This egregious consolidation would become a 
dangerous precedent.
• -It is across a two-lane (with a median lane) busy commercial street from a 
large elementary school. I find it hard to believe that there is a similar condition 
anywhere else within the LAUSD. 
• -The project would drastically increase the traffic on already-busy Abbott 
Kinney, especially during the morning and late afternoon periods when children 
and families are walking to and from school. The lack of an ample hotel loading 
area would force trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, encouraging 
traffic to swerve, possibly into already-hard-to-see crosswalks.
• -On-site parking is valet only via an automated parking system accessed only 
on the already-narrow Electric Ave. Patrons waiting to park will be backed up 
into the neighborhood, or worse yet, patrons will park on neighborhood streets 
already strapped for resident parking.
• -Alcohol would be sold from 7a.m.-1.a.m., both on-site and for take-away. 
Alcohol, strangers and an elementary school are a poisonous cocktail.

"Venice Place" is the wrong project for this site and for our kids, families and 
neighborhoods. Please reject this harmful project.

Sincerely, 



Matt Malloy

26 year Venice Resident

Sent by magic and a smidgeon of telepathy. 



From: Theo Lewitt <theo.lewitt@icloud.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 10:37:14 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

This project is stained by complete and total disregard for the safety, peace And 
quality of life for the surrounding neighborhood. This project is utterly 
concerned with profits and profits only, but at the cost of tearing down a 
community which has already suffered incredible assault from developers and 
speculators. 

If you have any love left for the Venice community, residents old and new, you 
will DENY this project once and for all. 

Thank you.
Theo Kirkham-Lewitt

Sent from my iPhone



From: Pamela Anderson <andersonpamela424@gmail.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel Project: CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354-
(CUB)(CU) (CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
Date: August 31, 2020 at 3:31:02 PM PDT
To: apcwestla@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, 
theodore.irving@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
nick.melvoin@lausd.net, austin.beutner@lausd.net, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com, Save Venice <savevenice.me@gmail.com>

June 16, 2020 Dear West L.A. Area Planning Commissioners: I was alarmed to 
learn that the City of Los Angeles Planning Department approved the 
construction of a roughly 70,000 square foot, 84-room apartment hotel on 
Abbott Kinney Blvd in Venice. I urge you to oppose the "Venice Place" project. 
I have serious concerns about this Project: • -It is vastly out-of-scale for the 
neighborhood, filling 5 times more of the land than the current built structures. • 
-It ties an unprecedented 8 lots together in an area where the coastal land use 
plan allows a maximum of 3 lots. This egregious consolidation would become a 
dangerous precedent. • -It is across a two-lane (with a median lane) busy 
commercial street from a large elementary school. I find it hard to believe that 
there is a similar condition anywhere else within the LAUSD. • -The project 
would drastically increase the traffic on already-busy Abbott Kinney, especially 
during the morning and late afternoon periods when children and families are 
walking to and from school. The lack of an ample hotel loading area would force 
trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, encouraging traffic to swerve, 
possibly into already-hard-to-see crosswalks. • -On-site parking is valet only via 
an automated parking system accessed only on the already-narrow Electric Ave. 
Patrons waiting to park will be backed up into the neighborhood, or worse yet, 
patrons will park on neighborhood streets already strapped for resident parking. • 
-Alcohol would be sold from 7a.m.-1.a.m., both on-site and for take-away. 
Alcohol, strangers and an elementary school are a poisonous cocktail. "Venice 
Place" is the wrong project for this site and for our kids, families and 
neighborhoods. Please reject this harmful project.

Sincerely,
Pamela Anderson
70 year resident



From: Edward Kijewski <the110press@mac.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 8:22:45 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

It’s important to send a strong message to developers who have for decades run 
rampant in Venice to the detriment of neighborhoods and the people who try to 
live here. This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 
years. We urge PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.
Edward B. Kijewski
15 Paloma Avenue, #506
Venice, CA 90291



From: Paola Pini <paola@piniarchitect.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 9:17:10 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com, 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

I’ve lived in venice for over 20 years and I appreciate the many changes 
happening to our community. Abbot Kinney was a run down street and it is now 
the trendiest street in the USA.
What makes it so charming and attract tourist is its funky vibes with simple 
mostly one-story buildings. Said one and 2-story buildings are perfect for 
walkability and pedestrian friendly , they are at what was coined by 
internationally renown architect Le Corbusier at ‘human scale’, therefore 
inviting and and enhancing the pedestrian experience. The 1-story units abutting 
the sidewalk are nothing compared to the 3-story proposed for the hotel.

I am an architect and an urban planner, and I urge PLUM to take into 
consideration the historic quality of the Neighborthood. The venice canals have 
been destroyed by out-of scale building that only care about return on 
investments, Venice is getting gentrified and that bring a new group of people 
into the community but it does not ave to be at the expense of the one that have 
been here longer, that made Venice the attraction that is is and what we residents 
call home.

This project ignored the Venice Land Use Plan’s designation of “…Abbot 
Kinney Boulevard between Venice Boulevard and Brooks Avenue…” as one of 
the “…significant architectural, historical and cultural landmarks in the Venice 
Coastal Zone…” in order to demolish three existing historic residences.

In this climate or high-ten social tensions please do not allow another project 
that  carries on an implicitly racially discriminatory practice of encouraging the 
high street wall along the south side of Electric, walling off Oakwood, 
historically a neighborhood of people of color, from the Abbot Kinney retail 
corridor just outside the Oakwood border.

Thank you for doing right by Venice residents and not developers and big 
money.



Respectfully,
Paola Pini

—
Paola Pini

Principal
Paola Pini architect
310.985.4212

www.piniarchitect.com

http://www.piniarchitect.com/


From: Andrea McDonald <amcdonald3@antioch.edu>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 7:03:00 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org,  
juliet.oh@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Andrea McDonald 



From: Mindy Taylor-Ross <mindytr101@gmail.com>
Subject: Project #: 2020-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 1:20:54 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear PLUM Committee, please DENY Project # 2020-1024.

It is the wrong project for our sensitive community of Venice.

It was the wrong project for the last 8-years of scrutiny, and it’s the wrong 
project now!

Please deny 2020-1024.

Thank you,

Ms. Taylor-Ross
1033 Nowita Place 
Venice 

(310) 592-0742

Mindy Taylor-Ross

Sent from my iPhone



From: Sandi Wise <sandiwise@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 4:37:06 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org,  
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

We have been coming to meetings where the room has been full of Venice 
neighbors who are opposed to this hotel. How is this still coming up? It should 
have been shot down years ago. 

Please do not approve this hotel and set a new precedent for taking over several 
lots and combining them into one business. We have a horrible traffic and 
parking problems as it is.

Thank you.

Sandi Wise

On Tue, Sep 1, 2020 at 4:33 PM Sandi Wise <sandiwise@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

We have been coming to meetings where the room has been full of Venice 
neighbors who are opposed to this hotel. How is this still coming up? It should 
have been shot down years ago. 

Please do not approve this hotel and set a new precedent for taking over several 
lots and combining them into one business. We have a horrible traffic and 
parking problems as it is.

Thank you.

Sandi Wise

mailto:sandiwise@gmail.com


From: Julie Herlocker <julieherlocker3@yahoo.com>
Subject: PLEASE - Vote to Deny the Hotel Project in Venice  20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 6:20:29 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Council Members of the PLUM Committee,

My husband first bought our home in Venice in 1999. We’ve raised our four 
children here, including our youngest who is an alum from Westminster 
Elementary School, which would be directly impacted by the hotel project. 
Venice is our home, and we ask your kind consideration to understand what kind 
of upheaval this high-end hotel with its restaurants, shops and many new visitors 
would bring to our family, and our friends and neighbors.

We have seen this neighborhood change and grow over the last 20 years, with all 
the bumps and challenges along the way. This hotel project would be so much 
more than a change and a challenge. It would completely reshape our 
neighborhood in a way that would make us feel like we no longer belong. 
PLEASE, consider just what all the negative impacts would be, and understand 
that this is not the time for THIS kind of a project. Change is coming, we know 
that. We are ready. Please do all you can to make sure that it’s a change that will 
support your constituents who need your help to have new opportunities, not the 
tourists and the investors.

I worry that this project has come as far as it had because of momentum. I ask 
you to be bold, to be brave, and to stand up to these developers, and tell them, 
“No” once and for all. You have the power to do the right thing for the people of 
this city. I ask you to please help us stop this hotel. 

This is the wrong project for Venice. I strongly urge PLUM to deny project 
20-1024.

Thank you very much for your kind consideration.

Sincerely, 
Julie Herlocker
_____________________
Julie Herlocker Cecchini
338 Brooks Ave.
Venice, CA 90291
julieherlocker@yahoo.com
home 310.392.2754

mailto:julieherlocker@yahoo.com


cell 818.515.5965



From: Jade fenster <jadieee@aol.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 29, 2020 at 7:01:11 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>,  
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>,  
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>,  "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>,  "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Jade fenster <jadieee@aol.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee, This is the wrong project for 
Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge PLUM to deny the project. 
Thank you. 



From: Brandon halverson <brandonhalverson23@hotmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 4:47:00 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

Once again I write to express how deeply opposed to the Venice Place hotel 
project. As a 25 year resident of the Venice and Mar Vista area I can say that a 
project of this scope does not belong in this community. This project is better 
suited for Santa Monica or Long Beach. Let's be mindful of the history of 
Venice and try and preserve what amount of character and history remain. The 
impact on the surrounding community and elementary school is too great. The 
traffic alone will make a congested pedestrian shopping district even more 
dangerous for walkers, bikers, skateboarders and scooter users. These are the 
people who live here. Protect them first!

Thank you,
Brandon Halverson
Mar Vista



From: cwilli7269 <cwilli7269@aol.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel Project: CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354-
(CUB)(CU) (CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
Date: August 31, 2020 at 3:34:30 PM PDT
To: apcwestla@lacity.org, mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, 
theodore.irving@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
nick.melvoin@lausd.net, austin.beutner@lausd.net, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com, savevenice.me@gmail.com

June 16, 2020

Dear West L.A. Area Planning Commissioners:

I was alarmed to learn that the City of Los Angeles Planning Department 
approved the construction of a roughly 70,000 square foot, 84-room apartment 
hotel on Abbott Kinney Blvd in Venice.  I urge you to oppose the "Venice 
Place" project.

I have serious concerns about this Project:
• -It is vastly out-of-scale for the neighborhood, filling 5 times more of the land 
than the current built structures.
• -It ties an unprecedented 8 lots together in an area where the coastal land use 
plan allows a maximum of 3 lots.  This egregious consolidation would become a 
dangerous precedent.
• -It is across a two-lane (with a median lane) busy commercial street from a 
large elementary school.  I find it hard to believe that there is a similar condition 
anywhere else within the LAUSD.  
• -The project would drastically increase the traffic on already-busy Abbott 
Kinney, especially during the morning and late afternoon periods when children 
and families are walking to and from school.  The lack of an ample hotel loading 
area would force trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, encouraging 
traffic to swerve, possibly into already-hard-to-see crosswalks.
• -On-site parking is valet only via an automated parking system accessed only 
on the already-narrow Electric Ave.  Patrons waiting to park will be backed up 
into the neighborhood, or worse yet, patrons will park on neighborhood streets 
already strapped for resident parking.
• -Alcohol would be sold from 7a.m.-1.a.m., both on-site and for take-away.  
Alcohol, strangers and an elementary school are a poisonous cocktail.

"Venice Place" is the wrong project for this site and for our kids, families and 
neighborhoods.  Please reject this harmful project.

Sincerely, 



Laddie Williams 
5th generation Venetian 

Venice Resident]

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.



From: Christopher Rosen <christopherrosen@mac.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 29, 2020 at 8:28:17 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

I live on Broadway just 3 blocks away and this project will directly impact our 
street and neighborhood.  

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Christopher Rosen

 



From: Mimi Brown <mooie48@aol.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 10:05:20 AM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>,  
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>,  
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>,  "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>,  "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>
Reply-To: Mimi Brown <mooie48@aol.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee, This is the wrong project for 
Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge PLUM to deny the project. 
Enough already.  Mimi Brown



From: leearc@aol.com
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 8:11:41 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>,  
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>,  
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>,  "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>,  "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>
Reply-To: leearc@aol.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

 This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We 
urge PLUM to deny the project.As a volunteer at he Westminster Elementary 
School across the street from the proposed project (1010 Abbot Kinney Blvd.) I 
feel it is in appropriate for the community. 

 Thank you
Cande Friedman
323 10th st
Santa Monica, Ca 90402



From: Heidi Sowards <heyheidisowards@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 7:17:18 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.  The traffic around Westminster Elementary already feels dangerous 
when taking my onto school and in addition I can’t even imagine this would look 
like with more careless tourists, across the street from the school. Approving this 
project would be a big shame.

Heidi Sowards



From: "Garvey, Rick" <garvey@rand.org>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 11:07:06 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>
Cc: "Garvey, Rick" <garvey@rand.org>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee, 

As a homeowner who lives 2 blocks from the proposed hotel, I am concerned 
about the increased traffic that will result from a Project that introduces an 
Apartment Hotel of 78 guest rooms and 4 apartments, nearly 3,000 square feet of 
retail and over 2,000 square feet of office space. The traffic in this area is already 
horrific, and Electric Avenue is simply too narrow to accommodate this project.
 
Don’t accept the traffic study from 2016 that the developer used in his 
Environmental Impact Report. Traffic conditions have changed greatly in the 
past four years, not only due to Venice’s growing popularity, but also to the 
current build-out of Marina del Rey and the north-south traffic it has generated, 
which will continue to grow.
This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years.  I have 
attended every meeting regarding this project and am hoping it is denied.

I urge PLUM to deny the project. 

Thank you. 

Rick Garvey
234 Horizon #5
Venice, CA 90291
 
Pronouns: He/Him/His
 
 



_________________________________________________________________
_________

This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain information that is sensitive, proprietary, and/or privileged.
Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If
you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply
email and destroy all copies of the original message.



From: Maria J Boulin <mariacarpediem@mac.com>
Subject: Please deny the hotel project 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 9:55:21 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

Please please reject this hotel that is wrong for our community, and wrong for all 
of our families and wrong for the culture of Venice!

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. PLUM 
we urge you with the power you have to deny this project!

Thank you,

Maria Boulin
AvecMaria.com

http://avecmaria.com/


From: Pam Pressley <pam@consumerwatchdog.org>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 12:10:31 PM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,
 
My husband and I are longtime Venice residents of 28 years, having lived the 
last 19 years in the Oakwood neighborhood 2 blocks east of Abbot Kinney Blvd. 
where the construction of the roughly 70,000 square foot, 78-room hotel is 
proposed. Our street Brooks Ave. is one of the only residential streets that 
provides a throroughfare from Lincoln Blvd. to Abbot Kinney, which will be 
utilized as a route to and from the hotel by noisy construction vehicles, delivery 
trucks, hotel patron cars and ride shares. We are parents of a 10-year-old child 
who attends Westminster Ave. Elementary school, which is located directly 
across the street from the proposed hotel. I urge you to reject the "Venice Place" 
hotel project for the following reasons:
 
- the questionable determination that the project qualifies as “mixed use” due to 
labeling four of the hotel rooms as “long term stay” units that will not provide 
any housing to the local community is an obvious end-run around local lot 
consolidation restrictions; the consolidation of 8 lots for a hotel with a rooftop 
pool on Abbot Kinney is unprecedented as this area is characterized by 
residential housing, and small shops and restaurants.
 
- permitting a 78-room upscale hotel, liquor market, and bar to be wedged 
between the historically low-income, predominately African American and 
Latino Oakwood community and Westminster Ave Elementary school directly 
across the street (with 85% of its families being low income) would once again 
be ignoring the needs of this community and failing to preserve a safe and quiet 
learning environment for our children.
 



-the current liquor license applying to existing restaurants on site that operate 
primarily in the afternoon and evening hours would be vastly expanded to allow 
a full range of alcohol to be sold from 7am to 1am, both on-site at its rooftop 
pool bar and courtyard area and for off site consumption at a new “market” 
directly on the corner where children cross to and from school daily at 
Westminster Ave and Abbot Kinney. Allowing a rooftop bar and liquor market 
within 600 feet of a school where children are present from 7:30am to 6pm is 
contrary to public welfare and safety. An 18 hour per day bar and liquor outlet 
next to a school not only advertises substance abuse but also glamorizes it. We 
don’t need more drunken tourists milling around when our children are on the 
way to or from school or waiting for their parents and guardians to pick them up 
in front of the school.
 
-The EIR used an outdated 2016 traffic report, ignoring the congestion that has 
built up over the last 4 years in this area of Venice. A hotel at this location will 
drastically increase the traffic on already over-congested 2-lane Abbot Kinney 
Blvd., especially during the morning and late afternoon/evening  periods when 
children and families are walking and driving to and from school. The school 
crosswalk at Broadway Ave. and Abbot Kinney is already one of the most 
dangerous in LAUSD with drivers speeding through the crosswalk and failing to 
stop even with a crossing guard standing in the middle of the street and yellow 
lights flashing. I have witnessed it firsthand on a daily basis. The lack of an 
ample hotel loading area on Broadway (also in the path of school children) 
would force delivery trucks to park in the median lane of Abbot Kinney, making 
the school crosswalk even less visible to oncoming traffic and thereby further 
jeopardizing our children’s safety.
 
-A 78 room hotel joining 8 lots (whereas the coastal plan allows a maximum of 
3) is vastly out-of-scale for the neighborhood. Currently the area is occupied by 
small restaurants and shops, a church, and a preschool, and is bordered by a 
quiet residential area on two sides and an elementary school on the other. It is 
simply not the place for a bustling, boisterous hotel and rooftop pool bar with a 
party atmosphere operating until the wee hours of the morning.
 



-Parking on surrounding residential streets including Broadway, Electric, 
Westminster and Brooks Avenues will be a nightmare, compounding the current 
scarce parking situation for local residents especially during summer months. 
Hotel residents/guests and their visitors, patrons of the hotel restaurants and 
rooftop bar, and attendees of onsite events will not all use the proposed 
expensive valet-only, automated parking system accessed only on the extremely-
narrow Electric Ave where only a single car can drive through. Rather than 
waiting in line to park while backed up on Abbot Kinney, Broadway or Electric, 
hotel patrons and employees will park on surrounding neighborhood streets, 
taking up already scarce parking for residents. 
 
-Westminster Elementary school children and staff should not have to endure 
two years of construction noise and pollution during school hours when they are 
trying to learn and teach. Classroom and administrative office windows face 
Abbot Kinney Boulevard directly, and according to the EIR, school 
administrators would be tasked with calling the project construction site manager 
with noise and pollution complaints on a daily basis. It is not enough to cease 
construction during special events such as testing and culmination. Children and 
staff need a quiet, safe learning environment on a daily basis.
 
For all these reasons, and all those set forth in the appeal of Citizens Preserving 
Venice, we strongly urge you to disapprove the proposed Venice Place hotel 
project.
 
Thank you,
 
Pamela Pressley
& Rush Gomez
411 Brooks Ave
Venice, CA 90291



From: Deb Z <xtravoice@aol.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 31, 2020 at 8:11:16 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. There 
are countless issues, with traffic and an over-scale size being two key issues. I 
urge PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.
Debbie Zeitman



From: mcsvox <mcsvox@verizon.net>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 9:03:18 AM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the Plum Committee,

I write in opposition to the project under consideration known as the Venice 
Place Hotel.  

I have watched my neighborhood transform over the almost thirty years I've 
lived here on Vernon Avenue, a one minute walk from the proposed site of this 
massive private project, a project that ignores the physical and spatial limitations 
of the site, ignores the presence of school children, and ignores the many 
substantive concerns raised by the community and other advocates warning 
against the increased risks it poses to me, my neighbors, and the many thousands 
who visit Abbott Kinney.  It shouldn't be built.  It is much too big,  And it's 
brazenly careless.  

Residents of Oakwood are not strangers to development and what it does to 
neighborhoods, but the deleterious effects of this project will ripple out like 
nothing we've seen before.  

I have watched long time residents and neighbors pushed out of their family 
homes, more than once in violation of the Mello Act, to make way for a 
development or an Airbnb. 

I have watched the density and traffic and parking issues intensify with the 
explosion of Silicon Beach to the point where I actually alter my plans in 
consideration of how far from my house I'll likely have to park when I return and 
how impassible Abbott Kinney and Electric Avenue and Lincoln Boulevard, and 
now even 4th Street, will be.  Many of my neighbors don't have that 
flexibility.     

I have watched the numbers of people living on our streets swell and tent 
communities have become an accustomed and shameful sight in Venice, as in so 
many parts of Los Angeles.

And into this stew and in the midst of a global pandemic, this project, a 78 room 
luxury hotel, with all of the attendant support services and personnel, is 
proposed.  



When we are on the other side of this pandemic, and who can say when that 
might be, what will the cost have been to tourism?  Will Americans travel?  Will 
foreign nationals travel to America?  It's hard to foresee a situation wherein the 
Venice Place Hotel will be filling a need for accommodations in a booming 
tourism market anytime soon.  With the numbers of rooms available in Venice, 
Marina Del Rey and our LA County neighbor to the north, Santa Monica, it is 
more likely to crowd the market when demand is dwindling and succeed only in 
further burdening existing local hoteliers.   

Granting this proposal would be unwise at any time, but at this time it is 
nonsensical.  What we don't know about the COVID-19 virus is almost 
everything, but among the things we do know is that it must cause us to rethink 
how and what we build, where we build and for whom.  Pre-pandemic concerns 
have been exacerbated and new concerns have emerged.  There is no reasonable 
argument for approving this project now.

It is also true that this is a controversial project, vigorously opposed by Oakwood 
residents and advocacy organizations, but in Los Angeles it's business interests 
and developers who tend to prevail.  Ongoing FBI investigations have led to a 
guilty plea from one recent City Council member and the arrest of a sitting 
Council member, both on corruption charges.  Appearances do matter.  Many of 
us have been working with the City Council for some time to address the 
outsized influence developers wield over outcomes, but as yet the City Council 
has taken no meaningful action.  Approval of such an unpopular project will 
further the perception that the city favors the desires of the monied over the 
needs of our communities and the people of Los Angeles, even in a time of 
unprecedented crisis.

I urge you to reject this project.

Sincerely,

Michele Sutter
Venice CA 90291

Member, LACDP Central Committee
AD 62 
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From: Laura Silagi <lrsilagi@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 7:25:03 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Laura Silagi
1072 Palms blvd
Venice 90291
Sent from my iPhone



From: Djsamuels <djsamuels@ca.rr.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 5:57:33 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, Citizens Preserving Venice 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

I am writing as a resident of Oakwood for 34 years and appeal to you to either 
reject this oversized project or remand it to the West Los Angeles Area Planning 
Commission for a FULL hearing of the 3 appeals filed against the project.

This project has been opposed for 8 years by many Venice residents.  The 
project owner attests to holding 20 community meetings over the period. For the 
most part, these meetings were held at invitation only cocktail parties, Venice 
Neighborhood Council Land Use and Planning meetings and Venice 
Neighborhood Council meetings.  Two large bodies of constituents that were not 
targeted in these meetings were the families and parents of Westminster School 
and the residents of Oakwood.  Both groups stand to be severely impacted by 
this project. 

The project owner held one meeting at Westminster School with parents at the 
early stages of the project.  As stated on the Venice Place Project website, 
significant design changes were made as the result of community involvement. 
 We’re now 8 years into the planning stages.  There are an entirely new set of 
parents with children at the Westminster Elementary School, and there have 
been no follow up meetings to discuss the new plans with the current parents or 
the Principal.  The project owner made one attempt in 2019 to hold a town hall 
meeting with Westminster but only after they were advised of a parent meeting 
set up by a grass roots group of parents and community member to update 
parents about the current hotel plans.  Under separate cover,  2 sets of petitions 
opposing the project and signed by 750 Westminster parents and neighbors in 
2016 and 2019 has been filed with your commission.

The project owner has never had a formal informational meeting with the 
Oakwood neighborhood.  The design of the project which includes a 30 foot wall 
along Electric Avenue will effectively segregate the Oakwood community from 
the rest of Venice to the west.  As you know, Oakwood has historically been an 
African-American neighborhood created by Abbot Kinney to provide housing 
for his workers.  Over the past 5 years, the neighborhood has gone through and 
is going through a process of gentrification that has severely depleted much of 
the affordable housing.  Those remaining low income households are struggling 



to stay in their homes which, in some cases, have been in the family for 
generations. These neighborhood residents, primarily people of color,  are being 
ignored and disenfranchised by the project owner and, it’s up to the City to 
protect those who do not have the resources to protect themselves.  

Constructing affordable housing and Improving livability should be the focus of 
the Planning Department and the City Council in Oakwood.  This project meets 
none of these goals.

Regards,

Deidre Samuels
309 Broadway #15
Venice, CA 90291



From: Pietro Cecchini <pcecchini@outlook.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 3:56:46 PM PDT
To: mike.bonin@lacity.org, Juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com
Reply-To: pcecchini@outlook.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This project will have a negative impact with regard to traffic both on Abbot 
kinney Blvd. and on Electric Avenue. Trffic will also be a safety issue, due to the 
proximity of the elementary school. Parking requirements are not 
adequately addressed, though parking is already a problem on these city blocks 
on account of existing businesses and valet parking. Consolidating multiple 
blocks into a single conglomerate is not on keeping of the character of Abbot 
Kinney blvd. and will undermine the very qualities that make this neighborhood 
an attractive destination. Removing housing, of which there is already a 
shortage, is problematic. And demolition of historical buildings is a mistake, 
since they also add to what makes this neighborhood desirable.

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Pietro Cecchini
20 year homeowner and resident on Brooks Ave



From: marianna tuchscherer <mariannatuchscherer@yahoo.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 29, 2020 at 7:25:06 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.
I cannot believe that this project keeps popping up!
It is not a good fit for Abbott Kinney Blvd. or Electric which is the street in back 
of Abbott Kinney. Electric is so narrow, it doesn’t even accommodate two cars, 
each way, much less delivery trucks. In addition, Electric is a street with single 
family homes. The noise from the trucks will be horrible for the neighborhood.
Across the street from this project is an elementary school. I understand that 
there will be a bar or bars in the complex. Really? We have several bars already, 
and restaurants with bars on Abbott Kinney. In addition, we have a dispensary 
down the street.
Abbott Kinney is a very jam packed street, especially early in the morning and 
around 4:30-6:00 p.m. when people are returning from work. Of course it is not 
as bad now, but, eventually we will be back to “normal”.
This hotel idea is not for Venice.
Thank you.
Marianna Tuchscherer
1201 Riviera Ave.
Venice, Ca.

Sent from my iPad



From: Dennis Hathaway <venicedd@gmail.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 2, 2020 at 5:37:02 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org,  Mike Bonin 
<mike.bonin@lacity.org>, Juliet.Oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.



From: B G <bethygreenwald@gmail.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel Project: CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354-
(CUB)(CU) (CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
Date: August 30, 2020 at 7:23:21 PM PDT
To: apcwestla@lacity.org, Mike Bonin <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, 
juliet.oh@lacity.org, theodore.irving@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
nick.melvoin@lausd.net, austin.beutner@lausd.net, 
preservingvenice@gmail.com

June 16, 2020

Dear West L.A. Area Planning Commissioners:

I was alarmed to learn that the City of Los Angeles Planning Department 
approved the construction of a roughly 70,000 square foot, 84-room apartment 
hotel on Abbott Kinney Blvd in Venice.  I urge you to oppose the "Venice 
Place" project.

I have serious concerns about this Project:
• -It is vastly out-of-scale for the neighborhood, filling 5 times more of the 
land than the current built structures.
• -It ties an unprecedented 8 lots together in an area where the coastal land 
use plan allows a maximum of 3 lots.  This egregious consolidation would 
become a dangerous precedent.
• -It is across a two-lane (with a median lane) busy commercial street from 
a large elementary school.  I find it hard to believe that there is a similar 
condition anywhere else within the LAUSD.  
• -The project would drastically increase the traffic on already-busy Abbott 
Kinney, especially during the morning and late afternoon periods when children 
and families are walking to and from school.  The lack of an ample hotel loading 
area would force trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, encouraging 
traffic to swerve, possibly into already-hard-to-see crosswalks.
• -On-site parking is valet only via an automated parking system accessed 
only on the already-narrow Electric Ave.  Patrons waiting to park will be backed 
up into the neighborhood, or worse yet, patrons will park on neighborhood 
streets already strapped for resident parking.
• -Alcohol would be sold from 7a.m.-1.a.m., both on-site and for take-
away.  Alcohol, strangers and an elementary school are a poisonous cocktail.

"Venice Place" is the wrong project for this site and for our kids, families and 
neighborhoods.  Please reject this harmful project.

Sincerely, 



Beth Greenwald 



From: Alan Seltzer <aseltz47@gmail.com>
Subject: OPPOSE: Venice Place Hotel Project: CASE NO. ZA 2012-3354-
(CUB)(CU) (CDP)(SPR)(SPP)(MEL)(WDI)
Date: September 1, 2020 at 10:40:29 AM PDT
To: <apcwestla@lacity.org>, <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, <juliet.oh@lacity.org>, 
<theodore.irving@lacity.org>, <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
<nick.melvoin@lausd.net>, <austin.beutner@lausd.net>, 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

June 16, 2020
 
Dear West L.A. Area Planning Commissioners:
 
I live on Marco Place in Venice. My wife has lived in our home for 30 years 
here.
 
I was alarmed to learn that the City of Los Angeles Planning Department 
approved the construction of a roughly 70,000 square foot, 84-room apartment 
hotel on Abbott Kinney Blvd in Venice.  I urge you to oppose the "Venice 
Place" project.
 
I have serious concerns about this Project:
•              -It is vastly out-of-scale for the neighborhood, filling 5 times more of 
the land than the current built structures.
•              -It ties an unprecedented 8 lots together in an area where the coastal 
land use plan allows a maximum of 3 lots.  This egregious consolidation would 
become a dangerous precedent.
•              -It is across a two-lane (with a median lane) busy commercial street 
from a large elementary school.  I find it hard to believe that there is a similar 
condition anywhere else within the LAUSD.  
•              -The project would drastically increase the traffic on already-busy 
Abbott Kinney, especially during the morning and late afternoon periods when 
children and families are walking to and from school.  The lack of an ample 
hotel loading area would force trucks to park in the middle of Abbott Kinney, 
encouraging traffic to swerve, possibly into already-hard-to-see crosswalks.
•              -On-site parking is valet only via an automated parking system 



accessed only on the already-narrow Electric Ave.  Patrons waiting to park will 
be backed up into the neighborhood, or worse yet, patrons will park on 
neighborhood streets already strapped for resident parking.
•              -Alcohol would be sold from 7a.m.-1.a.m., both on-site and for take-
away.  Alcohol, strangers and an elementary school are a poisonous cocktail.
 
"Venice Place" is the wrong project for this site and for our kids, families and 
neighborhoods.  Please reject this harmful project.
 
Sincerely, 
 
Alan Seltzer
 
 



From: Judy Esposito <judy.esposito@msn.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: September 1, 2020 at 8:41:37 AM PDT
To: "clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org" <clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org>, 
"jason.p.douglas@lacity.org" <jason.p.douglas@lacity.org>, 
"mike.bonin@lacity.org" <mike.bonin@lacity.org>, "juliet.oh@lacity.org" 
<juliet.oh@lacity.org>, "preservingvenice@gmail.com" 
<preservingvenice@gmail.com>

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.

Pamela Harbour 



From: GARRICK EBBINS <g.ebbtide@me.com>
Subject: DENY THE HOTEL PROJECT 20-1024
Date: August 30, 2020 at 8:31:51 PM PDT
To: clerk.plumcommittee@lacity.org, jason.p.douglas@lacity.org, 
mike.bonin@lacity.org, juliet.oh@lacity.org, preservingvenice@gmail.com

Dear Councilmembers of the PLUM Committee,

This is the wrong project for Venice and it has been for the last 8 years. We urge 
PLUM to deny the project.

Thank you.
Garrick Ebbins

Sent from my iPhone
Garrick Ebbins
310.591.9920



Communication from Public
 
 
Name: Barbara J Berg
Date Submitted: 09/03/2020 09:43 PM
Council File No: 20-1024 
Comments for Public Posting:  Dear Honorable Council Members, I completely disapprove of the

development known as the Venice Place Project, and implore you
to deny approval for it. As you know, the Venice Community has
opposed it from the beginning, and for good reason. You already
have plenty of emails before you, detailing those reasons, and
there is no need for me to waste your time and computer space
repeating them here. Suffice it to say that there is no logical
reason to approve this project, except to demonstrate that money
is the bottom line and not logic, goodwill, the good of the
community, right actions, or intelligent planning. Please do what
is best for this community and deny approval for this project.
Thank you. 




